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Conserving EarthConserving Earth’’s Bountys Bounty

Energy and Material Energy and Material 
ResourcesResources

Human Use of EarthHuman Use of Earth’’s Resourcess Resources

•• Resource consumption rising Resource consumption rising 
worldwideworldwide
–– Population increasePopulation increase
–– Long term availability of cheap powerLong term availability of cheap power

•• Resource managementResource management
–– Understand resource formationUnderstand resource formation
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Natural resourcesNatural resources

•• Most geologists are Most geologists are 
employed looking for some employed looking for some 
kind of resource kind of resource 

•• Resources range from Resources range from 
petroleum to precious metals petroleum to precious metals 
to waterto water

ResourceResource

•• A material that is both useful and A material that is both useful and 
available in useable quantitiesavailable in useable quantities

•• A renewable resource is one that is A renewable resource is one that is 
produced faster than it is depletedproduced faster than it is depleted
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ReservesReserves

•• Resources that are identifiable Resources that are identifiable 
and recoverable under today's and recoverable under today's 
economic conditionseconomic conditions

•• Conditional resources: not Conditional resources: not 
economic at the momenteconomic at the moment

Energy Mix in the U.S. Energy Mix in the U.S. 
18501850––19971997
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Renewable ResourceRenewable Resource

•• All natural resources are All natural resources are 
renewable on some time scalerenewable on some time scale

•• Nonrenewable resourceNonrenewable resource
–– Resource not replenished within our Resource not replenished within our 

lifetimelifetime

Fossil Fuels Fossil Fuels -- NonrenewableNonrenewable

•• 85% energy needs of modern 85% energy needs of modern 
societysociety
–– Principally petroleum, coal and natural Principally petroleum, coal and natural 

gasgas
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Photosynthesis Photosynthesis 
and Fossil Fuels and Fossil Fuels 

The Carbon The Carbon 
CycleCycle

FOSSIL FUELS ARE A   FOSSIL FUELS ARE A   
NONRENEWABLE NONRENEWABLE 

RESOURCERESOURCE
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HydrocarbonsHydrocarbons——oil and gasoil and gas

Oil formationOil formation
1) Relatively large quantity of organic    1) Relatively large quantity of organic    

mattermatter
2) Rapid burial (before oxidation)2) Rapid burial (before oxidation)
3) Subsequent chemical reactions 3) Subsequent chemical reactions 

[[ƒƒ((PP,,TT)] transform decaying organic )] transform decaying organic 
matter into hydrocarbonsmatter into hydrocarbons

How do oil and gas deposits form?How do oil and gas deposits form?
•• Production of large amounts of organic Production of large amounts of organic 

material (mainly microscopic plants and material (mainly microscopic plants and 
bacteria)bacteria)

•• Preservation in a reducing (oxygenPreservation in a reducing (oxygen--poor) poor) 
depositional environment (depositional environment (e.ge.g., restricted ., restricted 
ocean basin)ocean basin)

•• Burial causes increased heat and pressure, Burial causes increased heat and pressure, 
resulting in maturation (the physical and resulting in maturation (the physical and 
chemical breakdown of organic matter into chemical breakdown of organic matter into 
a liquid or gaseous hydrocarbon compounds) a liquid or gaseous hydrocarbon compounds) 
in a source rockin a source rock
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ThereThere’’s more:s more:
•• Migration of fluids out of the source Migration of fluids out of the source 

rock into a more permeable reservoir rock into a more permeable reservoir 
rockrock

•• Trapping of fluids must occur by Trapping of fluids must occur by 
encountering an impermeable sealencountering an impermeable seal

•• In short, you needIn short, you need
–– ProductionProduction
–– PreservationPreservation
–– MaturationMaturation
–– MigrationMigration
–– TrappingTrapping

Thermal conditions of oil formationThermal conditions of oil formation

•• Relatively narrow temperature range:   Relatively narrow temperature range:   
~50~50––200200°°C (also depends on time)C (also depends on time)

•• Temperature and duration determine Temperature and duration determine 
type of hydrocarbon:type of hydrocarbon:
oil oil fifi wet gas wet gas fifi dry gas dry gas fifi gonegone

•• Duration of process could last Duration of process could last 
millions of yearsmillions of years
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Environments of oil formationEnvironments of oil formation

•• Continental shelfContinental shelf

•• Continental riseContinental rise
•• Some Some nonmarinenonmarine basinsbasins

ReservoirsReservoirs
•• For oil to be useful, it must For oil to be useful, it must 

accumulate in concentrated and accumulate in concentrated and 
accessible areas  accessible areas  
–– Such spots are called Such spots are called reservoirsreservoirs

•• Accumulation is possible because oil Accumulation is possible because oil 
and gas are lowand gas are low--density fluids that density fluids that 
can migrate through the pore space can migrate through the pore space 
in rocksin rocks
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ReservoirsReservoirs
To create a reservoir, the migration of theTo create a reservoir, the migration of the
fluids is retarded by fluids is retarded by cap rockcap rock..
Cap rocksCap rocks Reservoir rocksReservoir rocks
shaleshale sandstonesandstone
gypsumgypsum limestonelimestone
saltsalt
limestonelimestone

TrapTrap
Combination of cap rock and reservoir Combination of cap rock and reservoir 

rock favorable for petroleum rock favorable for petroleum 
accumulationaccumulation

•• StratigraphicStratigraphic traptrap
•• Structural trapStructural trap
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AnticlinalAnticlinal TrapTrap

Fault TrapFault Trap
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StratigraphicStratigraphic TrapTrap

Salt Dome TrapSalt Dome Trap
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Dry HolesDry Holes

•• Many potential reservoirs exist Many potential reservoirs exist 
that are free of hydrocarbonsthat are free of hydrocarbons

•• Source rocks may have enough Source rocks may have enough 
organic matter but may never have organic matter but may never have 
been hot enoughbeen hot enough

How do we explore for oil?How do we explore for oil?
•• Map surface geology (use surface Map surface geology (use surface 

geometry to interpret subsurface geometry to interpret subsurface 
conditions)conditions)

•• Seismic exploration (good way to get Seismic exploration (good way to get 
lots of information but subject to lots of information but subject to 
interpretation)interpretation)

•• Drilling, coring (more detailed Drilling, coring (more detailed 
information from smaller areainformation from smaller area——very very 
expensive)expensive)
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How much oil is left?How much oil is left?
•• Proven reserves: 700 billion barrels Proven reserves: 700 billion barrels 

(over half in Middle East)(over half in Middle East)
•• Petroleum  resources: 2 trillion Petroleum  resources: 2 trillion 

barrelsbarrels

•• 1997 consumption: ~70 million barrels 1997 consumption: ~70 million barrels 
per day  per day  

•• At this rate At this rate reservesreserves will last between will last between 
25 and 80 years25 and 80 years

This assumes no increase This assumes no increase 
in the rate of consumption, butin the rate of consumption, but

•• Between 1985 and 1995, consumption of Between 1985 and 1995, consumption of 
oil in the world increased by 16%.oil in the world increased by 16%.

•• The increase in Latin America was 30%.The increase in Latin America was 30%.

•• The increase in Africa was 40%.The increase in Africa was 40%.

•• The increase in Asia was 50%.The increase in Asia was 50%.
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The red The red 
patch in this patch in this 
California California 
Google Google 
Earth image Earth image 
is Lake is Lake 
TahoeTahoe

All of the oil All of the oil 
still in the still in the 
Earth would Earth would 
fit in Lake fit in Lake 
TahoeTahoe

San Francisco

Estimated Estimated 
World World 

Reserve of Reserve of 
Crude OilCrude Oil
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Discovery vs. Discovery vs. 
timetime

Sixty years Sixty years 
ago we ago we 
discovered far discovered far 
more oil than more oil than 
we producedwe produced

Now we use Now we use 
three times three times 
more than we more than we 
discover each discover each 
yearyear

Its difficult to tell when the peak in production will Its difficult to tell when the peak in production will 
occur because reserves are kept secretoccur because reserves are kept secret
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Fig. 22.7

Total World ReservesTotal World Reserves

CoalCoal
•• Coal is usually formed in swampsCoal is usually formed in swamps

•• 1st stage 1st stage -- peat (high C, high Hpeat (high C, high H220)0)

•• P,T P,T loss of gases, toward higher Closs of gases, toward higher C

Ranks of coal:    Ranks of coal:    AnthraciteAnthracite
BituminousBituminous
SubbituminousSubbituminous
LigniteLignite
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Formation of CoalFormation of Coal

CoalCoal

•• High sulfur is badHigh sulfur is bad——HH22SOSO44 is produced is produced 
during burning; produces acid rainduring burning; produces acid rain

•• Principle coal producing areas in Principle coal producing areas in 
United States are Appalachia, United States are Appalachia, 
Wyoming, New Mexico, and ColoradoWyoming, New Mexico, and Colorado
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Coalfields of the United StatesCoalfields of the United States

•• Recent studies suggests that available, Recent studies suggests that available, 
useful coal may be less abundant than has useful coal may be less abundant than has 
been assumedbeen assumed
–– The peak of world coal production may be only years The peak of world coal production may be only years 

awayaway
–– One study concluded that global energy derived from One study concluded that global energy derived from 

coal could peak as early as 2011coal could peak as early as 2011
•• Global demand is growing rapidly Global demand is growing rapidly –– largely largely 

driven by Chinadriven by China
–– Demand rose modestly in the 1990s (0.45% per year)Demand rose modestly in the 1990s (0.45% per year)

•• Since 2000 it has been surging at 3.8% per yearSince 2000 it has been surging at 3.8% per year
–– China is both the worldChina is both the world’’s biggest producer of coal s biggest producer of coal 

(40% of global production) and its biggest consumer(40% of global production) and its biggest consumer
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Strip Mining Coal in Strip Mining Coal in 
PennsylvaniaPennsylvania

Reclaimed Land in PennsylvaniaReclaimed Land in Pennsylvania
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Alternatives to fossil fuelsAlternatives to fossil fuels

1.  Nuclear energy

Advantage: 

virtually inexhaustible supply

Disadvantage: 

dangerous waste

Nuclear Gets a Nuclear Gets a 
Fresh LookFresh Look
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Nuclear Issues are Political IssuesNuclear Issues are Political Issues

““Any decision about the Any decision about the 
management of nuclear wastes management of nuclear wastes 
must be made in the cauldron of must be made in the cauldron of 
intense public controversy.intense public controversy.””

-- Dr. Richard Dr. Richard MeserveMeserve
Former ChairmanFormer Chairman

Nuclear Regulatory CommissionNuclear Regulatory Commission
November 2000November 2000

Nuclear EnergyNuclear Energy
•• Nuclear energy is undergoing a renaissance Nuclear energy is undergoing a renaissance 

around the worldaround the world
•• 20 new reactors are under construction today 20 new reactors are under construction today 

and many more are in the planning stage and many more are in the planning stage 
–– Most in Asia, 1 in Finland, Germany is Most in Asia, 1 in Finland, Germany is 

reconsidering planned shutdown of reactorsreconsidering planned shutdown of reactors
•• In the U.S., utilities are beginning to run new In the U.S., utilities are beginning to run new 

nuclear plants through the Nuclear Regulatory nuclear plants through the Nuclear Regulatory 
CommissionCommission’’s licensing procedures licensing procedure

•• The drivers for this renaissance are mainly The drivers for this renaissance are mainly 
energy supply issues and to a lesser extent energy supply issues and to a lesser extent 
environmental issues, global warming in environmental issues, global warming in 
particularparticular
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What is Spent Nuclear Fuel and HighWhat is Spent Nuclear Fuel and High--Level Level 
Waste ?Waste ?

The bulk of spent nuclear fuel The bulk of spent nuclear fuel 
(SNF) is produced by the operation (SNF) is produced by the operation 
of nuclear powerof nuclear power--generating plants generating plants 
(104 presently operating in US).(104 presently operating in US).

After several years within the reactor After several years within the reactor 
vessel, the fuel rods are removed and vessel, the fuel rods are removed and 
thereafter referred to as thereafter referred to as ““spent.spent.””

SNF and HighSNF and High--Level Defense WasteLevel Defense Waste

SNF  is produced  by Naval, SNF  is produced  by Naval, 
DOE, and research ReactorsDOE, and research Reactors

HighHigh--level defense waste (in liquid form) from nuclear level defense waste (in liquid form) from nuclear 
weapons programs weapons programs 
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Nuclear Governance in the U.S.Nuclear Governance in the U.S.

•• Energy Reorganization Act of 1974Energy Reorganization Act of 1974
–– Created NRC and Created NRC and DoEDoE

•• Nuclear Regulatory CommissionNuclear Regulatory Commission
–– Regulates reactors; use of nuclear materials; Regulates reactors; use of nuclear materials; 

movement, storage, and disposal of nuclear movement, storage, and disposal of nuclear 
materials and wastematerials and waste

•• Department of EnergyDepartment of Energy
–– Oversight of nuclear weapons; public Oversight of nuclear weapons; public 

relations side of nuclear energyrelations side of nuclear energy

IntInt’’l Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)l Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
•• Part of U.N.Part of U.N.

–– Oversees global energy security, Oversees global energy security, 
scientific concernsscientific concerns

•• OriginOrigin
–– EisenhowerEisenhower’’s s ““Atoms Atoms 

for Peacefor Peace””
–– Formed in 1957Formed in 1957
–– Promote peaceful Promote peaceful 

nuclear usenuclear use
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IAEA TodayIAEA Today

–– Forum for scientific cooperationForum for scientific cooperation
–– Institutes safety measuresInstitutes safety measures
–– Promotes nonPromotes non--proliferationproliferation
–– Featured prominently in recent newsFeatured prominently in recent news

•• Iraq, North Korea inspectionsIraq, North Korea inspections
–– Mohammed El Mohammed El BaradeiBaradei

•• Head of IAEA (1997Head of IAEA (1997--2009)2009)
•• 2005 Nobel Peace2005 Nobel Peace

Prize WinnerPrize Winner
•• YukiyaYukiya Amano now headAmano now head

Major Problems of Nuclear Major Problems of Nuclear 
Energy:Energy:

•• CostCost
•• SafetySafety
•• ProliferationProliferation
•• Waste DisposalWaste Disposal
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CostCost

• More expensive than coal and 
natural gas, but could be made 
cheaper with carbon credits

• New nuclear plants could generate 
power at $31-$46/MWh

• It would take 3-4 new plants to 
absorb the early costs of these 
new plants

Safety Safety 

•• Public remains wary of nuclear power Public remains wary of nuclear power 
due to Chernobyl and Three Mile due to Chernobyl and Three Mile 
Island accidentsIsland accidents

•• Nuclear plants vulnerable to terrorist Nuclear plants vulnerable to terrorist 
attacksattacks

•• Safer, more efficient, and more Safer, more efficient, and more 
secure plants planned for the futuresecure plants planned for the future
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Three Mile IsleThree Mile Isle

March 28, 1979,  4:00 amMarch 28, 1979,  4:00 am
•• Secondary cooling loop stops pumpingSecondary cooling loop stops pumping
•• Rising temperatures caused emergency Rising temperatures caused emergency 

valve to open to release pressure, but valve to open to release pressure, but 
indicator light malfunctionedindicator light malfunctioned

•• Due to loss of steam, water level drops, Due to loss of steam, water level drops, 
water overheats and burns out pumpwater overheats and burns out pump

•• Reactor core overheats and begins to Reactor core overheats and begins to 
melt (a melt (a ““meltdownmeltdown””))
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March 28, 1979,  6:30 amMarch 28, 1979,  6:30 am

•• Overheated water contains 350 Overheated water contains 350 
times normal level of melted down times normal level of melted down 
radioactive matterradioactive matter

•• A worker sees the open valve and A worker sees the open valve and 
closes itcloses it

•• To prevent an explosion, he To prevent an explosion, he 
reopens it, releasing radioactive reopens it, releasing radioactive 
steam into the atmospheresteam into the atmosphere

March 28, 1979,  8:00 amMarch 28, 1979,  8:00 am

•• Nuclear Regulatory commission is Nuclear Regulatory commission is 
notifiednotified

•• White House is notifiedWhite House is notified
•• TMI is evacuatedTMI is evacuated
•• All small children and pregnant women All small children and pregnant women 

within a five mile radius are within a five mile radius are 
evacuatedevacuated

•• A fifteenA fifteen--year clean up project year clean up project 
awaitsawaits
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ChernobylChernobyl
•• On 25 April 1986, prior to a routine shutdown, the On 25 April 1986, prior to a routine shutdown, the 

reactor crew at Chernobyl 4 began a test to reactor crew at Chernobyl 4 began a test to 
determine how long turbines would spin and supply determine how long turbines would spin and supply 
power to the main circulating pumps following a power to the main circulating pumps following a 
loss of main electrical power supplyloss of main electrical power supply
–– This test had been carried out at Chernobyl the previous year buThis test had been carried out at Chernobyl the previous year but t 

the power from the turbine ran down too rapidlythe power from the turbine ran down too rapidly
–– New voltage regulator designs were to be tested New voltage regulator designs were to be tested 

•• Preceded the attempted test operators disabled Preceded the attempted test operators disabled 
automatic shutdown mechanismsautomatic shutdown mechanisms
–– By the time a manual shutdown was attempted the reactor was in aBy the time a manual shutdown was attempted the reactor was in an n 

extremely unstable conditionextremely unstable condition
–– Some suggestions that a peculiarity of the design of the controlSome suggestions that a peculiarity of the design of the control

rods caused a dramatic power surge as they were inserted into throds caused a dramatic power surge as they were inserted into the e 
reactor reactor 

ChernobylChernobyl
•• Very hot fuel interacted with cooling water Very hot fuel interacted with cooling water 

leading to fuel fragmentation and rapid steam leading to fuel fragmentation and rapid steam 
production increasing in pressureproduction increasing in pressure

•• Damage to three to four fuel assemblies resulted Damage to three to four fuel assemblies resulted 
in destruction of the reactorin destruction of the reactor
–– The overpressure causedThe overpressure caused

•• 1000 ton cover plate of the reactor to become partially detached1000 ton cover plate of the reactor to become partially detached
•• Ruptured fuel channels and jammed all the control rods, which byRuptured fuel channels and jammed all the control rods, which by that that 

time were only halfway downtime were only halfway down
•• Intense steam spread throughout the core causing a steam explosiIntense steam spread throughout the core causing a steam explosion on 

and releasing fission products to the atmosphere and releasing fission products to the atmosphere 
–– About 2About 2--3 seconds later, a second explosion ejected fragmented 3 seconds later, a second explosion ejected fragmented 

fuel channels and hot graphitefuel channels and hot graphite
•• Two workers died as a result of these explosionsTwo workers died as a result of these explosions
•• The graphite and fuel became incandescent and started a number oThe graphite and fuel became incandescent and started a number of f 

firesfires
–– Caused the main release of radioactivity into the environmentCaused the main release of radioactivity into the environment
–– A total of about 14 A total of about 14 EBqEBq (14 x 10(14 x 101818 BqBq) of radioactivity was released, over ) of radioactivity was released, over 

half of it being from biologicallyhalf of it being from biologically--inert noble gasesinert noble gases
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Chernobyl Chernobyl –– Immediate ImpactImmediate Impact
•• Most released radioactive material was deposited Most released radioactive material was deposited 

nearby as dust and debrisnearby as dust and debris
–– Lighter material and noble gases were carried by wind over the Lighter material and noble gases were carried by wind over the 

Ukraine, Belarus, Russia and parts of Scandinavia and EuropeUkraine, Belarus, Russia and parts of Scandinavia and Europe

•• Radiation doses on the first day were estimated Radiation doses on the first day were estimated 
to range up to 20,000 to range up to 20,000 millisievertsmillisieverts ((mSvmSv))
–– Caused 28 deaths from acute radiation poisingCaused 28 deaths from acute radiation poising–– six of which were six of which were 

firemen firemen –– by the end of July 1986by the end of July 1986

•• About five million people lived in contaminated About five million people lived in contaminated 
areas (>37 kBq/mareas (>37 kBq/m22 CsCs--137) and about 400,000 137) and about 400,000 
lived in more contaminated areas of strict control lived in more contaminated areas of strict control 
by authorities (>555 kBq/mby authorities (>555 kBq/m22 CsCs--137)137)

Waste DisposalWaste Disposal

•• Yucca mountainYucca mountain

•• Use breeder reactors insteadUse breeder reactors instead

•• Alternative storage siteAlternative storage site
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Yucca MountainYucca Mountain

The Future of Nuclear Waste The Future of Nuclear Waste 
StorageStorage

Current Waste DisposalCurrent Waste Disposal

•• At this time, radioactive waste is stored at At this time, radioactive waste is stored at 
Department of EnergyDepartment of Energy’’s facilities around s facilities around 
the countrythe country

•• High level wastes are stored in underground High level wastes are stored in underground 
carbon or stainless steel tankscarbon or stainless steel tanks

•• Spent nuclear fuel is put in aboveSpent nuclear fuel is put in above--ground ground 
dry storage facilities and in waterdry storage facilities and in water--filled filled 
poolspools

•• Private sites explored (e.g., Skull Valley, Private sites explored (e.g., Skull Valley, 
Utah)Utah)
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How is this SNF and HLW Presently How is this SNF and HLW Presently 
Stored?Stored?

Dry Cask StorageDry Cask Storage

Glass LogsGlass Logs

Cooling Cooling 
PoolsPools

Liquid StorageLiquid Storage

Yucca MountainYucca Mountain

•• Storage sites becoming full, waste may be Storage sites becoming full, waste may be 
transported to Yucca Mountaintransported to Yucca Mountain

•• Located on government land, about 100 miles Located on government land, about 100 miles 
northwest of Las Vegas in the Nevada desertnorthwest of Las Vegas in the Nevada desert

•• It is a 6 mile long, 1,200It is a 6 mile long, 1,200--foot high flatfoot high flat--topped topped 
volcanic ridgevolcanic ridge

•• Will be able to house 70,000 Metric tons of Will be able to house 70,000 Metric tons of 
radioactive materialradioactive material
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Current Locations of Spent Nuclear Fuel and HighCurrent Locations of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High--Level Level 
Radioactive WasteRadioactive Waste

Commercial SNF Dry Storage (On-Site)

Sources and Quantities of Spent Nuclear Fuel and HighSources and Quantities of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High--
Level Radioactive WasteLevel Radioactive Waste

•• Commercial spent nuclear fuel from nuclear power plants:Commercial spent nuclear fuel from nuclear power plants:
–– Current: ~ 55,700 Metric Tons (MT) (2006)Current: ~ 55,700 Metric Tons (MT) (2006)
–– Projection through 2055: ~129,000 MTProjection through 2055: ~129,000 MT

•• DOE spent nuclear fuel: 2,500 MT DOE spent nuclear fuel: 2,500 MT 
–– Naval reactor fuel: 65 MTNaval reactor fuel: 65 MT
–– Research fuel: ~16 MT Research fuel: ~16 MT 

•• DOEDOE--owned highowned high--level waste to be vitrified (encased in level waste to be vitrified (encased in 
glass)glass)

–– Projected through 2046: ~22,000 canistersProjected through 2046: ~22,000 canisters

•• Surplus plutonium:  50 MTSurplus plutonium:  50 MT

Yucca Mountain capacity is 70,000 MT Yucca Mountain capacity is 70,000 MT ---- A statutory, not technical, limit A statutory, not technical, limit 
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Location of Yucca Mountain, NevadaLocation of Yucca Mountain, Nevada

• 100 miles northwest of Las Vegas in 
Nye County

• Located on western boundary of the 
Nevada Test Site, a DOE facility

Counties designated as Affected 
Units of Local Government
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CALIFORNIA
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AIR FORCE

RANGE

NV
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CARSON 
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How will SNF and HLW be Transported?How will SNF and HLW be Transported?
•• Per 2004 Record of Decision, DOE will transport Per 2004 Record of Decision, DOE will transport 

SNF and HLW mostly by rail, with additional SNF and HLW mostly by rail, with additional 
limited truck and barge shipmentslimited truck and barge shipments
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Transportation Experience 
•• Four decades with exemplary safety record.Four decades with exemplary safety record.
•• Over 3,000 shipments in US.Over 3,000 shipments in US.

–– Over 24,000 shipments internationallyOver 24,000 shipments internationally
•• Comprehensive and uniform federal regulations Comprehensive and uniform federal regulations 

–– Protect public health and safetyProtect public health and safety
–– NRC and US DOTNRC and US DOT

•• NRC license criteria produce robust cask designs NRC license criteria produce robust cask designs 
•• No release of the radioactive contents from the No release of the radioactive contents from the 

transport cask; no injury due to radioactive transport cask; no injury due to radioactive 
nature of the shipmentsnature of the shipments
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Why Yucca Mountain?Why Yucca Mountain?

•• Natural features Natural features 
that suggest it may that suggest it may 
be a suitable site:be a suitable site:
–– Arid climateArid climate
–– Extremely deep water Extremely deep water 

tabletable
–– Relative stability over Relative stability over 

the past million yearsthe past million years

•• Remote and Remote and 
controlled locationcontrolled location
–– Located on the Nevada Test Located on the Nevada Test 

Site, a DOE Energy facility, Site, a DOE Energy facility, 
where over 800 nuclear where over 800 nuclear 
weapons tests have occurredweapons tests have occurred

•• Far from major population Far from major population 
centers centers ---- 100 miles 100 miles 
northwest of Las Vegasnorthwest of Las Vegas

–– Located in a closed Located in a closed 
hydrologic basinhydrologic basin
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Repository Reference Design ConceptRepository Reference Design Concept

Repository Concept

N

Waste Handling 
Building Waste Treatment

Building

Transporter
Maintenance

Building

Surface Layout Waste Receiving

North Portal 
Entrance

Alcove #1

Enhanced 
Characterization 
Repository Block 
Drift

Subsurface Layout
Waste Emplacement

To accommodate 70,000 metric tons, the 
proposed repository would include 

approximately 36 miles of tunnels which 
would hold approximately 10,000 waste 

packages.
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Alternatives to fossil fuelsAlternatives to fossil fuels
2.  Solar energy2.  Solar energy

AdvantageAdvantage: : 

virtually inexhaustible supplyvirtually inexhaustible supply

DisadvantageDisadvantage: : 

expensive with current technologyexpensive with current technology

Sun does not always shine Sun does not always shine 
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Solar CellsSolar Cells

Solar Energy in HawaiiSolar Energy in Hawaii

•• Largely limited to residentialLargely limited to residential
–– Solar panels to heat waterSolar panels to heat water
–– Cut electrical consumption 60%Cut electrical consumption 60%

•• High initial cost ($6,000)High initial cost ($6,000)
•• Tax advantage, HECO rebateTax advantage, HECO rebate
•• BrianBrian’’s homes home

–– Solar $2,500; pay for itself in 6 yearsSolar $2,500; pay for itself in 6 years
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PhotovltaicPhotovltaic PanelsPanels

Alternatives to fossil fuelsAlternatives to fossil fuels

3.  Geothermal energy3.  Geothermal energy

AdvantageAdvantage: : 

cheap and cleancheap and clean

DisadvantagesDisadvantages: : 

cannot be transported long distancescannot be transported long distances
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Geothermal energyGeothermal energy
•• Must have a concentrated heat Must have a concentrated heat 

source near the surface: magma source near the surface: magma 
chamber with porous rocks abovechamber with porous rocks above

•• Cool water pumped into hot rocks, Cool water pumped into hot rocks, 
hot water or steam extracted hot water or steam extracted 
(rocks may be as cool as 80(rocks may be as cool as 80°°C)C)

•• Producing: Iceland, France, HawaiiProducing: Iceland, France, Hawaii
•• Experimenting: New Mexico, Experimenting: New Mexico, 

CaliforniaCalifornia

Geothermal Energy to Electricity
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Geothermal Energy in HawaiiGeothermal Energy in Hawaii

•• PunaPuna Geothermal VentureGeothermal Venture
–– Cold water pumped into groundCold water pumped into ground
–– Steam used to power turbinesSteam used to power turbines

•• PGV annual output 30PGV annual output 30--32 MW32 MW
–– 25% Big Island power needs25% Big Island power needs

•• PGV has produced > 1.3 billion kilowatt PGV has produced > 1.3 billion kilowatt 
hours of electricityhours of electricity
–– Equal to 107 million gallons of oilEqual to 107 million gallons of oil

PunaPuna Geothermal produces 25 Geothermal produces 25 MegaWattsMegaWatts, , 
enough for about 25,000 people, and its enough for about 25,000 people, and its 

ALWAYS availableALWAYS available
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Geothermal Energy Geothermal Energy -- ProblemsProblems

•• Local Local –– not easily transportednot easily transported
•• Fluids corrosiveFluids corrosive

–– Equipment failure rate highEquipment failure rate high
–– Fluids can contaminate local groundwaterFluids can contaminate local groundwater

•• Steam emits sulfur gasesSteam emits sulfur gases
–– PGV output of HPGV output of H22S = 0.1 ton/dayS = 0.1 ton/day
–– Kilauea current activity 8 Kilauea current activity 8 -- >>80 ton/day>>80 ton/day

World Energy DemandWorld Energy Demand
19711971--20102010
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BackgroundBackground
•• Use of wind turbines started around 200 AD, used for Use of wind turbines started around 200 AD, used for 

pumping water and grinding wheat and other grainspumping water and grinding wheat and other grains
•• The first windmill in the world built for electrical The first windmill in the world built for electrical 

production was in 1887 in Scotland built by James production was in 1887 in Scotland built by James 
BlythBlyth

•• Oil shortages in the 1970s saw a resurgence in Oil shortages in the 1970s saw a resurgence in 
interest in wind energy and in the 1980s California interest in wind energy and in the 1980s California 
started offering incentives for wind developmentstarted offering incentives for wind development

•• Today, California produces twice as much wind energy Today, California produces twice as much wind energy 
as any other U. S. state, while the wind as any other U. S. state, while the wind ““gold minegold mine”” is is 
supposed to be in the Midwest region between North supposed to be in the Midwest region between North 
Texas and North DakotaTexas and North Dakota
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•• Traditional design Traditional design 
and most commonand most common

• Vertical axis allows more 
creativity for design
• Quieter than horizontal axis 
turbines
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Power of WindPower of Wind

•• P/mP/m22 = (6.1 x 10= (6.1 x 10--44) x v) x v33

–– *The power in wind is *The power in wind is 
proportional to the cubic wind proportional to the cubic wind 
speed ( vspeed ( v33 ).).

•• WHY?WHY?
•• ~ Kinetic energy of an air ~ Kinetic energy of an air 

mass is proportional to vmass is proportional to v22

•• ~ Amount of air mass ~ Amount of air mass 
moving past a given point moving past a given point 
is proportional to wind is proportional to wind 
velocity (v)velocity (v)

Benefits of Wind PowerBenefits of Wind Power
• Estimated by American Wind Energy 

Association that the use of U. S. 
wind turbines may reduce the amount 
of CO2 in the air by one-third

• Homeowners by law can sell excess 
wind energy back to the utility 
companies

• Wind energy replaces electricity 
from coal-fired power plants and 
thus reduces greenhouse gases that 
produce global warming

• Farmers can still use the land to 
graze cattle, and receive land use 
royalties that have increased their 
land value
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The wind farm on Maui could The wind farm on Maui could 
generate about 9% of Maui's generate about 9% of Maui's 
electricity. At 10electricity. At 10¢¢ per KW hr, per KW hr, 
and 50% of maximum power, and 50% of maximum power, 
cost payback will be in ~ 5 years. cost payback will be in ~ 5 years. 
BUTBUT the wind doesn't always the wind doesn't always 
blowblow……

20 generators run by wind are 20 generators run by wind are 
located on the slopes of west Mauilocated on the slopes of west Maui

Environmental ProblemsEnvironmental Problems
•• Noise PollutionNoise Pollution
•• Land AcquisitionLand Acquisition
•• TV InterferenceTV Interference
•• Visual AppealVisual Appeal
•• Bird/Bat FatalitiesBird/Bat Fatalities
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Altamont Wind Farm

•• Poor research and turbines 20 years Poor research and turbines 20 years 
out of date are the main problemsout of date are the main problems

••Lattice structure in the blades is Lattice structure in the blades is 
enticing for birds to perch on, mostly enticing for birds to perch on, mostly 
large birds of preylarge birds of prey

••Built on a major migratory route for Built on a major migratory route for 
large birds and is also in the middle of large birds and is also in the middle of 
the worlds largest golden eagle the worlds largest golden eagle 
populationpopulation

••Proper planning and a growing trend in Proper planning and a growing trend in 
offshore farms bodes well for birds in offshore farms bodes well for birds in 
the futurethe future
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In The FutureIn The Future
• More than 90,000 MW of new wind-generating capacity 

installed annually around the world by 2015
• Global Wind Energy Council estimates that 12% of the 

world’s energy could come from Wind Power by 2030, 
resulting in the reduction of 1,832 million tons of CO2
emissions

• Costs for energy production will continue to drop, with 
improvements in wind power technology

• The potential of wind power on land and near-shore is 
estimated to be 72 TW, equivalent to 54,000 MToE (million 
tons of oil equivalent) per year, or over five times the 
world's current energy use in all forms

Waste ManagementWaste Management
•• Problem Problem -- $20 billion sector of US $20 billion sector of US 

economyeconomy
–– Urban solid waste disposalUrban solid waste disposal

•• Urban areas producing more waste than can be Urban areas producing more waste than can be 
handled by available landfill siteshandled by available landfill sites

–– Landfill costs are increasingLandfill costs are increasing

•• Problems with developing new disposal Problems with developing new disposal 
sitessites
–– Who wants to live near sanitary landfill or Who wants to live near sanitary landfill or 

incinerator facility?incinerator facility?
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Waste Disposal: Problem and PromiseWaste Disposal: Problem and Promise
•• Where we place landfills depends on:Where we place landfills depends on:

–– Favorable environment for disposing wasteFavorable environment for disposing waste
•• Environmental justice Environmental justice ---- healthy disposalhealthy disposal

–– Cost of land, transportation and disposalCost of land, transportation and disposal
•• Social justice Social justice ---- economic and social status of citizenseconomic and social status of citizens

•• Social justiceSocial justice
–– Location of waste disposal facilitiesLocation of waste disposal facilities
–– Socioeconomic status or ethnic racial statusSocioeconomic status or ethnic racial status

•• Environmental justiceEnvironmental justice
–– DecisionDecision--making role in site selection of waste management facilitiesmaking role in site selection of waste management facilities

•• New trendNew trend
–– Integrated waste management (IWM) from 1980s to deal with the Integrated waste management (IWM) from 1980s to deal with the 

growing waste disposal problemgrowing waste disposal problem

Early View of Waste DisposalEarly View of Waste Disposal
•• Small amount of waste during the Small amount of waste during the 

early stage of industrial revolutionearly stage of industrial revolution
•• Initial approachInitial approach

–– Dilute and disperseDilute and disperse
•• Locate factories near rivers because flowing water Locate factories near rivers because flowing water 

provided an easy way to dispose of waste provided an easy way to dispose of waste 

•• Later planLater plan
–– Concentrate and contain, and resource recoveryConcentrate and contain, and resource recovery

•• TodayToday’’s realitys reality
–– Too much waste to be converted into resources Too much waste to be converted into resources 

or to be destroyedor to be destroyed
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Philosophy of Waste Disposal & ManagementPhilosophy of Waste Disposal & Management

•• Paradigm shift in Waste ManagementParadigm shift in Waste Management
–– Out of sight out of mindOut of sight out of mind

•• Widespread environmental damage, the philosophy persists, and Widespread environmental damage, the philosophy persists, and 
continues to pose serious problemscontinues to pose serious problems

–– Dilute and Disperse (Dilute and Disperse (““the solution to pollution is dilutionthe solution to pollution is dilution””))
•• First century of Industrial RevolutionFirst century of Industrial Revolution

–– No longer suitable for waste disposalNo longer suitable for waste disposal
–– Many environments have reached their maximum compensation pointsMany environments have reached their maximum compensation points

–– Concentrate and ContainConcentrate and Contain
•• Popular today Popular today -- very energy intensive and expensivevery energy intensive and expensive

–– Resource RecoveryResource Recovery
•• Waste converted to useful material and/or energyWaste converted to useful material and/or energy

–– Requires technology, and volumes too largeRequires technology, and volumes too large
–– Integrated Waste ManagementIntegrated Waste Management

•• Complex set of alternatives: source reduction, recycling, composComplex set of alternatives: source reduction, recycling, composting, ting, 
landfill, and incinerationlandfill, and incineration

Integrated Waste ManagementIntegrated Waste Management
•• No longer sufficient to move No longer sufficient to move 

solid waste to landfillsolid waste to landfill
–– Air and water pollution issuesAir and water pollution issues

•• IWM emerged in 1980sIWM emerged in 1980s
–– Resource reduction, recycling, Resource reduction, recycling, 

reuse, composting, landfill, and reuse, composting, landfill, and 
incinerationincineration
•• Recycling can reduce the weight of Recycling can reduce the weight of 

urban refuse by ~60urban refuse by ~60--90%90%
•• Created new industry and jobsCreated new industry and jobs
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Is Recycling Enough?Is Recycling Enough?
•• Although success with recyclingAlthough success with recycling
•• Remarkably Remarkably less successful with less successful with 

reducing waste productionreducing waste production
•• Assuming recycling reduces waste by Assuming recycling reduces waste by 

50%, when populations doubles (5050%, when populations doubles (50--70 70 
years)years)
–– Produce the same volume of waste as todayProduce the same volume of waste as today

•• Recycling along is not an sustainable Recycling along is not an sustainable 
alternativealternative
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Materials ManagementMaterials Management
•• Goal Goal –– zero production of waste, an zero production of waste, an 

industrial ecologyindustrial ecology
–– Eliminate subsidies for extracting virgin materials Eliminate subsidies for extracting virgin materials 

(timber, minerals, oil, etc.)(timber, minerals, oil, etc.)
–– Establish Establish ““green buildinggreen building”” incentives that use incentives that use 

recycled materials in new constructionrecycled materials in new construction
–– Establish financial penalties for production of Establish financial penalties for production of 

products that do not meet objectives of material products that do not meet objectives of material 
managementmanagement

–– Establish financial incentives for industrial practices Establish financial incentives for industrial practices 
that benefit the environment by enhancing that benefit the environment by enhancing 
sustainabilitysustainability

–– Provide incentives for producing new jobs in Provide incentives for producing new jobs in 
technology of materials management and practice of technology of materials management and practice of 
reducing, recycling and reusing resourcesreducing, recycling and reusing resources

How do we dispose of waste?How do we dispose of waste?
•• What goes into solid waste?What goes into solid waste?
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How do we dispose of waste?How do we dispose of waste?
– On-site Disposal

• Grinding kitchen food waste and disposal in sewage treatment 
plant

– Composting
• Decompose organic materials to humus-like material

– Incineration
• Reduction of combustible waste to inert residue by burning at high 

temperatures (900-1000°C)
– Convert large volume of waste to small volume of ash
– Combustion used to supplement other fuels for power

• Reduce volume by 50% but can produce air pollution and ash must 
be disposed

– Economic viability depends on energy costs
– Open Dumps

• Oldest and most common way to dispose of solid waste, without 
regard to safety, health, or aesthetics

– Sanitary Landfills
• Method of solid-waste disposal that functions without creating a 

nuisance or hazard to public health or safety

Sanitary LandfillSanitary Landfill
•• Confine waste to smallest practical areaConfine waste to smallest practical area
•• Reduce waste to smallest practical Reduce waste to smallest practical 

volumevolume
•• Cover waste each day (soil or tarps)Cover waste each day (soil or tarps)
•• Two types of sanitary landfills:Two types of sanitary landfills:

–– Area landfill on relatively flat siteArea landfill on relatively flat site
–– Depression landfill in natural or artificial gullies or Depression landfill in natural or artificial gullies or 

pitspits
•• Potential Hazards:Potential Hazards:

–– LeachateLeachate ---- obnoxious, highly concentrated obnoxious, highly concentrated 
mineralized liquid capable of transporting bacterial mineralized liquid capable of transporting bacterial 
pollutantspollutants

–– Uncontrolled production and escape of methane gasUncontrolled production and escape of methane gas
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Sanitary Landfill Sanitary Landfill –– Site SelectionSite Selection
•• Best sites have natural conditions to ensure Best sites have natural conditions to ensure 

reasonable safety in disposal of solid wastereasonable safety in disposal of solid waste
–– Little pollution of groundwater and surface waterLittle pollution of groundwater and surface water

•• Must consider climate, hydrology, geology, & human conditionsMust consider climate, hydrology, geology, & human conditions

•• Factors controlling the feasibility of sanitary Factors controlling the feasibility of sanitary 
landfills:landfills:
–– Topographic reliefTopographic relief
–– Location of the groundwater tableLocation of the groundwater table
–– Amount of precipitationAmount of precipitation
–– Type of soil and rockType of soil and rock
–– Location of the disposal zone in the surfaceLocation of the disposal zone in the surface--water and water and 

groundwater flow systemgroundwater flow system

•• Best sites are in arid regions, above water Best sites are in arid regions, above water 
tabletable

Sanitary Landfill Sanitary Landfill –– Site SelectionSite Selection
•• Arid RegionsArid Regions

–– Relatively safe, regardless if waste is buried in permeable or Relatively safe, regardless if waste is buried in permeable or 
impermeable rock, little or no impermeable rock, little or no leachateleachate

•• Humid RegionsHumid Regions
–– LeachateLeachate always produced, need to establish acceptable level of always produced, need to establish acceptable level of 

leachateleachate productionproduction
–– Must consider local water use, local regulations, and ability ofMust consider local water use, local regulations, and ability of

natural hydrologic system to disperse, dilute and degrade the natural hydrologic system to disperse, dilute and degrade the 
leachateleachate

–– Most desirable to bury waste above water table in clay and silt Most desirable to bury waste above water table in clay and silt 
soils with low permeabilitysoils with low permeability

–– Use substrate as a natural filtering system, even if water tableUse substrate as a natural filtering system, even if water table
is high (typical in humid climate)is high (typical in humid climate)

•• It is important to consider geology of the It is important to consider geology of the 
landfill site, type of aquifer, types of soils, etc.landfill site, type of aquifer, types of soils, etc.
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Sanitary Landfill Sanitary Landfill –– Site SelectionSite Selection
•• Poor or Unacceptable Landfill SitesPoor or Unacceptable Landfill Sites

–– Limestone or highly fractured rock quarries, and sand and Limestone or highly fractured rock quarries, and sand and 
gravel pits gravel pits –– high permeabilityhigh permeability

–– Swampy areas, unless properly drainedSwampy areas, unless properly drained
–– Floodplains, absolutely not acceptableFloodplains, absolutely not acceptable
–– Areas near coast; trash or Areas near coast; trash or leachateleachate will pollute beaches and will pollute beaches and 

coastal marine waterscoastal marine waters
–– Any area with high hydraulic conductivity and high WTAny area with high hydraulic conductivity and high WT

•• Acceptable Landfill Sites:Acceptable Landfill Sites:
–– In rough topography, areas near heads of gullies, where In rough topography, areas near heads of gullies, where 

surface water is at a minimumsurface water is at a minimum
–– Clay pits, if kept dryClay pits, if kept dry
–– Flat areas, if a layer with low hydraulic conductivity Flat areas, if a layer with low hydraulic conductivity 

((aquitardaquitard, clay and silt) is present above any aquifer, clay and silt) is present above any aquifer

Design of Sanitary LandfillDesign of Sanitary Landfill
•• Complex Complex -- multiple barriersmultiple barriers

–– Clay liner, Clay liner, leachateleachate collection system, and a compacted collection system, and a compacted 
clay capclay cap

•• Idealized diagram of a landfill with a Idealized diagram of a landfill with a 
double liner of clay and plastic, and a double liner of clay and plastic, and a 
leachateleachate collection systemcollection system
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Monitoring Sanitary LandfillsMonitoring Sanitary Landfills
•• Groundwater movement monitored before operating Groundwater movement monitored before operating 

the site, then continue monitoring movement of the site, then continue monitoring movement of 
leachateleachate and gasesand gases

•• Hazardous pollutants can enter the environment Hazardous pollutants can enter the environment 
many waysmany ways

••Gases CHGases CH44, NH, NH33, , 
HH22S, NS, N22O go to the O go to the 
atmosphereatmosphere
••Heavy metals Heavy metals PbPb, , 
Cr, & Fe are Cr, & Fe are 
retained in the soilretained in the soil
••Soluble chlorides, Soluble chlorides, 
nitrates, & sulfates nitrates, & sulfates 
go to groundwatergo to groundwater

Put Put opalaopala in its placein its place
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What is our What is our OpalaOpala??

Waimanalo GulchWaimanalo Gulch
•• Opened September 1989, ~200 acresOpened September 1989, ~200 acres

–– Approximately 108 acres used landfill, roads, etc.Approximately 108 acres used landfill, roads, etc.
–– Approximately 92 acres for expansionApproximately 92 acres for expansion

•• In 2006, 337,670 tons of municipal solid In 2006, 337,670 tons of municipal solid 
wastewaste
–– Approximately 50% was combustible solid wasteApproximately 50% was combustible solid waste
–– Approximately 168,000 tons of ash and residue from Approximately 168,000 tons of ash and residue from 

HH--POWERPOWER
•• Waste generated in 2020 projected 2.2 Waste generated in 2020 projected 2.2 

M tonsM tons
•• HH--POWER designed to process 600,000 POWER designed to process 600,000 

tons/year of combustible wastetons/year of combustible waste
–– Excess combustible waste in landfillExcess combustible waste in landfill
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Waimanalo GulchWaimanalo Gulch
•• Bedrock is dense lava (Bedrock is dense lava (aa’’aa and and pahoehoepahoehoe) with ) with 

some fractured and porous some fractured and porous ““clinkerclinker”” seamsseams
–– Little gravel fillLittle gravel fill
–– Approximately 3Approximately 3--5 feet of clay soil5 feet of clay soil

•• Marine sediment of the Marine sediment of the EwaEwa Plain form a low Plain form a low 
permeability permeability caprockcaprock
–– Inhibits groundwater discharge to the ocean S and EInhibits groundwater discharge to the ocean S and E
–– Generally absent in W and NW (Generally absent in W and NW (KaheKahe Park)Park)

•• Located in Located in ““rain shadowrain shadow”” with ~20with ~20--30 inches of 30 inches of 
rainfallrainfall
–– Limits stream runoff to heavy rainfall eventsLimits stream runoff to heavy rainfall events

•• Relatively narrow gulch with steeply sloping Relatively narrow gulch with steeply sloping 
valley floor and sidesvalley floor and sides
–– Contains the surface drainageContains the surface drainage

•• Depth to groundwater ranges from 55Depth to groundwater ranges from 55--470 feet470 feet

Waimanalo Gulch Waimanalo Gulch –– Landfill ConstructionLandfill Construction

•• Design includes multiple plastic Design includes multiple plastic 
liners and drainage system to liners and drainage system to 
catch any catch any leachateleachate
–– Two Two geomembranesgeomembranes sandwiching a clay sandwiching a clay 

layerlayer
–– Soil cushion layer below and 1 foot of Soil cushion layer below and 1 foot of 

gravel abovegravel above
–– Perforated plastic collection pipes Perforated plastic collection pipes 

collect collect leachateleachate
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What goes into WGSL?What goes into WGSL?

•• Solid Municipal WasteSolid Municipal Waste
–– Noncombustible wasteNoncombustible waste
–– Overflow from HOverflow from H--POWERPOWER

•• Ash and residue from HAsh and residue from H--POWERPOWER
–– Noncombustible ashNoncombustible ash
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HH--POWERPOWER

Electricity generated powers 45,000 homesElectricity generated powers 45,000 homes

Integrated Solid Waste Management PlanIntegrated Solid Waste Management Plan
•• Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapter 342G, Hawaii Revised Statutes, Chapter 342G, 

requires each county to develop an requires each county to develop an 
integrated solid waste management plan integrated solid waste management plan 
and revise the Plan once every five yearsand revise the Plan once every five years

•• State of Hawaii solid waste management State of Hawaii solid waste management 
planning requires development of a 25planning requires development of a 25--
year plan that is updated every 5 yearsyear plan that is updated every 5 years

•• Latest was published October 2008Latest was published October 2008
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City and County of HonoluluCity and County of Honolulu
•• Improvement in solid waste management during Improvement in solid waste management during 

the next 25 yearsthe next 25 years
–– IslandIsland--wide curbside collection of green waste and mixed wide curbside collection of green waste and mixed 

recyclablesrecyclables
–– Addition of semiAddition of semi--automated collection to communities now automated collection to communities now 

serviced manuallyserviced manually
–– Increase efficiency at transfer and convenience centersIncrease efficiency at transfer and convenience centers
–– Expand processing capacity of HExpand processing capacity of H--POWER from 600,000 to POWER from 600,000 to 

900,000 tons per year while recycling ash and residue900,000 tons per year while recycling ash and residue
–– Increase material recycling rate from 35% to 50%Increase material recycling rate from 35% to 50%
–– Construct a 100,000 ton per year green waste, food waste, and Construct a 100,000 ton per year green waste, food waste, and 

sewage sludge composting facilitysewage sludge composting facility
–– Provide local landfills for the small volume of residual items wProvide local landfills for the small volume of residual items which hich 

cannot be recycled to energy or material thereby further cannot be recycled to energy or material thereby further 
reducing dependency on landfill disposalreducing dependency on landfill disposal

Planning ProcessPlanning Process
•• Inventory the CityInventory the City’’s existing solid waste program s existing solid waste program 

and facilities and identify any and facilities and identify any ““gapsgaps”” in their ability in their ability 
to achieve goals and manage waste throughout the to achieve goals and manage waste throughout the 
planning periodplanning period

•• The components included in this inventory:The components included in this inventory:
–– Source Reduction and ReuseSource Reduction and Reuse
–– Recycling and BioconversionRecycling and Bioconversion
–– Special Waste ManagementSpecial Waste Management
–– Household Hazardous Waste and Electronics ManagementHousehold Hazardous Waste and Electronics Management
–– Solid Waste Collection and TransferSolid Waste Collection and Transfer
–– Waste To Energy and Alternative Disposal TechnologiesWaste To Energy and Alternative Disposal Technologies
–– Landfill DisposalLandfill Disposal
–– Public EducationPublic Education
–– Market DevelopmentMarket Development
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Source Reduction and ReuseSource Reduction and Reuse
•• Source reduction and reuse includes any activity Source reduction and reuse includes any activity 

that causes a net reduction in the generation of that causes a net reduction in the generation of 
waste before it is collectedwaste before it is collected

•• The most significant source reduction measure The most significant source reduction measure 
has been the reduction in packaging of various has been the reduction in packaging of various 
products from six packs of soda to furnitureproducts from six packs of soda to furniture

•• Reuse programs operating on Oahu include thrift Reuse programs operating on Oahu include thrift 
stores, the Aloha Shares Network, reuse of stores, the Aloha Shares Network, reuse of 
construction materials at construction materials at NanakuliNanakuli Housing Housing 
Corporation, and Corporation, and FreecycleFreecycle™™ HonoluluHonolulu

Recycling and BioconversionRecycling and Bioconversion
•• Current City and private recycling and Current City and private recycling and 

bioconversion programsbioconversion programs
–– Increased recycling from ~74,000 tons in 1988 to ~628,000 tons Increased recycling from ~74,000 tons in 1988 to ~628,000 tons 

in FY 2006in FY 2006
•• ~35% of the waste stream~35% of the waste stream

•• Programs and policies that fostered this increase Programs and policies that fostered this increase 
include:include:
–– The Community Recycling Bin programThe Community Recycling Bin program
–– TwiceTwice--aa--month curbside collection of residential green wastemonth curbside collection of residential green waste
–– IslandIsland--wide, curbside collection and recovery of residential bulky wide, curbside collection and recovery of residential bulky 

itemsitems
–– Recovery of scrap metal at Honolulu Program of Waste Energy Recovery of scrap metal at Honolulu Program of Waste Energy 

Recovery (HRecovery (H--POWER)POWER)
–– Ordinances and technical assistance to facilitate business Ordinances and technical assistance to facilitate business 

recycling of corrugated cardboard, office paper, glass containerrecycling of corrugated cardboard, office paper, glass containers, s, 
green waste and food scrapsgreen waste and food scraps

–– HIHI--5 program5 program
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Special Waste ManagementSpecial Waste Management
•• Waste typically not collected with regular Waste typically not collected with regular 

MSWMSW
–– Residential white goods and other bulky items, tires and Residential white goods and other bulky items, tires and 

batteriesbatteries
–– Asbestos, medical waste, and foreign wastesAsbestos, medical waste, and foreign wastes
–– Wastewater sludge can be landWastewater sludge can be land--filled after being treated, filled after being treated, 

•• City contracts City contracts SynagroSynagro to generate fertilizer pellets from to generate fertilizer pellets from 
~20,000 tons of sewage sludge from the Sand Island Wastewater ~20,000 tons of sewage sludge from the Sand Island Wastewater 
Treatment PlantTreatment Plant

•• State Department of Health (DOH) may allow use of the State Department of Health (DOH) may allow use of the 
fertilizer pellets on Oahufertilizer pellets on Oahu

–– Some special wastes (used motor oil, auto batteries) also Some special wastes (used motor oil, auto batteries) also 
handled for recycling by businesses on Oahuhandled for recycling by businesses on Oahu

Hazardous WasteHazardous Waste
•• Cause or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality Cause or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality 

or an increase in a serious irreversible or incapacitating or an increase in a serious irreversible or incapacitating 
reversible illnessreversible illness

•• Pose a substantial existing or potential hazard to human Pose a substantial existing or potential hazard to human 
health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, 
transported, disposed of, or otherwise managedtransported, disposed of, or otherwise managed

•• CommerciallyCommercially--generated hazardous waste is banned from generated hazardous waste is banned from 
disposal at WGSLdisposal at WGSL
–– HouseholdHousehold--generated hazardous waste is exempt from regulationgenerated hazardous waste is exempt from regulation

•• City hosts a HHW collection day every other month. City hosts a HHW collection day every other month. 
Residents can dispose of HHW that requires special Residents can dispose of HHW that requires special 
handling at these events by calling the Refuse Division or handling at these events by calling the Refuse Division or 
sending an esending an e--mail to mail to info@opala.orginfo@opala.org to schedule an to schedule an 
appointmentappointment
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ee--wastewaste
•• Discarded computers, cell phones, TV, etc.Discarded computers, cell phones, TV, etc.

–– CRTs are considered hazardous when discarded because of CRTs are considered hazardous when discarded because of 
leadlead

•• Electronics from commercial/government are Electronics from commercial/government are 
banned from landfill disposalbanned from landfill disposal

•• Residential electronics are not banned from Residential electronics are not banned from 
disposaldisposal
–– Residents are encouraged to find alternatives to landfill Residents are encouraged to find alternatives to landfill 

disposaldisposal
–– Until 2005, the City coordinated a semiannual collection Until 2005, the City coordinated a semiannual collection 

event for eevent for e--wastewaste
•• These were discontinued November 2005 when local recyclers These were discontinued November 2005 when local recyclers 

stopped accepting estopped accepting e--waste at no feewaste at no fee

Future ImprovementsFuture Improvements
•• Expand HExpand H--POWER from 600,000 to POWER from 600,000 to 

900,000 tons/year900,000 tons/year
–– Recycle ash and residueRecycle ash and residue

•• Increase material recycling from 35 Increase material recycling from 35 
to 50%to 50%
–– Construct a 100,000 ton/year green waste, Construct a 100,000 ton/year green waste, 

food waste and sewage sludge composting food waste and sewage sludge composting 
facilityfacility

•• Provide local sanitary landfills for Provide local sanitary landfills for 
remaining solid waste remaining solid waste 
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Hazardous WasteHazardous Waste

Hazardous Waste ManagementHazardous Waste Management
•• Barrels of chemical waste eventually corrodeBarrels of chemical waste eventually corrode
•• Liquid chemicals often dumped into unlined pondsLiquid chemicals often dumped into unlined ponds
•• Liquid waste dumped illegally in deserted fields Liquid waste dumped illegally in deserted fields 

or along dirt roadsor along dirt roads
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Hazardous Waste ManagementHazardous Waste Management
•• How did it begin? What events made How did it begin? What events made 

humans aware of problems?humans aware of problems?
•• Rachel Carson's 1962 book "Silent Spring" Rachel Carson's 1962 book "Silent Spring" 

–– Discussed the bioaccumulation of DDTDiscussed the bioaccumulation of DDT
–– DDT was discovered in the reproductive tissues of DDT was discovered in the reproductive tissues of 

numerous species of birdsnumerous species of birds
–– DDT causes thinning of eggshells such that when the DDT causes thinning of eggshells such that when the 

female attempts to brood her eggs she crushes themfemale attempts to brood her eggs she crushes them
–– Carson's work clearly demonstrated that the Carson's work clearly demonstrated that the Out of Out of 

Site, Out of Mind Site, Out of Mind philosophy was no longer validphilosophy was no longer valid

Hazardous Waste ManagementHazardous Waste Management
•• Love Canal near Niagara Falls, New YorkLove Canal near Niagara Falls, New York

–– During the 1940s and 1950s indiscriminate dumping of During the 1940s and 1950s indiscriminate dumping of 
hazardous wastes by Hooker Chemical Cohazardous wastes by Hooker Chemical Co

–– Site was filled in and sold to the Niagara Falls School Site was filled in and sold to the Niagara Falls School 
DistrictDistrict

–– The school district built an elementary school in the The school district built an elementary school in the 
area, and a neighborhood of houses grew around itarea, and a neighborhood of houses grew around it

–– In the 1970s strange odors could be detected indoors In the 1970s strange odors could be detected indoors 
and people began experiencing symptoms of chemically and people began experiencing symptoms of chemically 
induced illnessesinduced illnesses

–– Investigation uncovered the truth and the U.S. Investigation uncovered the truth and the U.S. 
government purchased the entire Love Canal sitegovernment purchased the entire Love Canal site
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Hazardous Waste ManagementHazardous Waste Management
•• Times Beach, MissouriTimes Beach, Missouri

–– Plagued with a dust problem in the early 1970s due to its 23 milPlagued with a dust problem in the early 1970s due to its 23 miles es 
of dirt roads the city hired waste hauler of dirt roads the city hired waste hauler Russell BlissRussell Bliss to oil the to oil the 
roads in the town in 1971roads in the town in 1971

–– From 1972 to 1976, Bliss sprayed waste oil on the roads at a cosFrom 1972 to 1976, Bliss sprayed waste oil on the roads at a cost t 
of six cents per gallon of six cents per gallon 

–– Bliss had a contract with Bliss had a contract with Northeastern Pharmaceutical and Northeastern Pharmaceutical and 
Chemical CompanyChemical Company, which operated a facility producing , which operated a facility producing 
hexachlorophenehexachlorophene

–– Some parts of the facility had been used for the production of Some parts of the facility had been used for the production of 
Agent OrangeAgent Orange during the during the Vietnam WarVietnam War

•• Waste clay and water contained levels of Waste clay and water contained levels of dioxindioxin 2,000 times higher 2,000 times higher 
than that in than that in Agent OrangeAgent Orange

–– Bliss claimed he was unaware that the waste contained dioxinBliss claimed he was unaware that the waste contained dioxin

Hazardous Waste ManagementHazardous Waste Management
•• Valley of the DrumsValley of the Drums

–– 2323--acre acre toxic wastetoxic waste site nearsite near LouisvilleLouisville, , KentuckyKentucky
•• Love Canal a suburban communityLove Canal a suburban community

–– Valley of the Drums was a dramatic visualization of the problemValley of the Drums was a dramatic visualization of the problem
–– Caught the attention of state officials when some of the drums cCaught the attention of state officials when some of the drums caught fire and aught fire and 

burned for more than a week in 1966burned for more than a week in 1966
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SuperfundSuperfund
•• Valley of the Drums, Times Beach and Valley of the Drums, Times Beach and 

Love CanalLove Canal share a special place in US share a special place in US 
environmental history environmental history 
–– These sites in large part led to the These sites in large part led to the 

Comprehensive Environmental Response Comprehensive Environmental Response 
Compensation and Liability Act (Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLACERCLA))
•• Enacted by Congress in 1980Enacted by Congress in 1980

–– CERCLA is more commonly referred to as CERCLA is more commonly referred to as 
"Superfund" because of the fund established "Superfund" because of the fund established 
within the act to help the cleanwithin the act to help the clean--up of locations up of locations 
like Times Beach like Times Beach 

Limitations of CERCLALimitations of CERCLA
•• Lots of money has been used in legal Lots of money has been used in legal 

battles attempting to assign liability and battles attempting to assign liability and 
responsibilityresponsibility

•• CERCLA'sCERCLA's testing methods may not be testing methods may not be 
stringent enoughstringent enough
–– Unfortunately this law deals with huge problems it is Unfortunately this law deals with huge problems it is 

not always possible to be rigorousnot always possible to be rigorous
•• A number of the CERCLA treatment A number of the CERCLA treatment 

technologies are in themselves technologies are in themselves 
environmentally disruptiveenvironmentally disruptive
–– Excavation and removal of contaminated soil, Excavation and removal of contaminated soil, 

structures etc. are widely used in order to minimize structures etc. are widely used in order to minimize 
time and moneytime and money

–– Problem of what to do with the CERCLA materialProblem of what to do with the CERCLA material
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
•• RCRA passed in 1976 in response to the problem RCRA passed in 1976 in response to the problem 

of determining liability and responsibility at Love of determining liability and responsibility at Love 
CanalCanal

•• The Act was intended to provide a regulatory The Act was intended to provide a regulatory 
framework for waste management that would framework for waste management that would 
prevent this type of uncertainty in the futureprevent this type of uncertainty in the future

•• It consists of comprehensive legislation dealing It consists of comprehensive legislation dealing 
with all aspects of current, ongoing waste with all aspects of current, ongoing waste 
production and disposal production and disposal -- particularly of hazardous particularly of hazardous 
materialmaterial

•• RCRA assigns RCRA assigns ““cradlecradle--toto--gravegrave”” responsibility to responsibility to 
generators of hazardous wastegenerators of hazardous waste


